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Dots Edmonton 

"Great Bargains"

Dots Edmonton has been around for a couple of decades and is one of the

most reliable stores in town to go designer-wear shopping without

breaking the bank. Known for their huge discounted rates that will

probably make you buy more, their carefully selected list features

established and emerging labels and designers from Europe and North

America. Find the latest fashion for men and women at enviable prices at

this shop. Patience is indeed rewarding as you search their racks for the

special something. You will surely find pretty blouses, skirts, dresses and

more in unique designs and patterns. But that's not all. At times during

holiday seasons, they stock unusual merchandise such as unicorn masks

and cat laser toys. They also have kids wear, vinyls, swimwear and other

merchandise sometimes. The best way to find out is to go and check the

store. Their stock clearance sale where prices are so low that it will make

you gleam with happiness is a much waited affair among loyal patrons.

 +1 780 426 2959  dotsstores.ca/  11825 105 Avenue Northwest,

Edmonton AB
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Bianca Amor’s Liquidation

Supercentre 

"Eclectic & Cheap"

Bianca Amor’s Liquidation Supercentre doesn't have anything to do with

liquidation assets. In the contrary, this department store is one of the best

places in West Edmonton to shop at prices that will make you and your

wallet happy. The array of displays covering various sections such as

clothing, accessories, kids, home decor, furniture, tools, stationery,

gadgets, cosmetics and kitchen is hand-picked by its enterprising owner

who buys things from all across the globe. You will find quirky, funny,

unique and common items for your everyday use or as gifts.

 www.biancaamor.com/  bianca@biancaamor.com  11260 163 Street Northwest, Edmonton

AB
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Winners - West Edmonton Mall 

"Designer Bargains"

Exploring West Edmonton Mall can be a daunting task, considering it is

the largest of its kind in the continent. But then shopping here has its

perks and one of them is Winners - West Edmonton Mall. If you are brand

conscious but don't want to burn a hole in your pocket, then this off-price

retailer chain's branch is the ideal stop. With an ever changing selection,

their dynamic collection is never the same even if you go there the same

week. You will be spoilt for choice as they feature thousands of designers

and labels from across the globe, established and emerging ones, whose

designs have made an impression. From accessories to apparels and

home decor, there is plenty to buy at bargain rates. Prices that are way

below than any other shopping establishment in town.

 +1 780 444 0744  www.winners.ca/en/storelocator?st

ore=345

 2158, 8882 170th Street Northwest,

West Edmonton Mall, Edmonton AB
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